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Prez Sez
by Bob Blethen
While writing my last column preparations were being made for the
Damn Yankees Rally. Dana and I were worried about the weather and
how that would affect the turnout. Dana had named me his rally co-chair.
I asked what to do. He told me to
just be the front man. I actually
think I was the head worrier.
Dana did all of the planning and
made most of the arrangements.
Roy had told me he wasn't able
to attend the DYR so that left me
in charge of the toy box.
Thursday around noon I took the
toy box in tow and headed for
Heath. I arrived sometime after
2:00 pm. Early arrivals were
pressed into service as
volunteers. The awning was
unfurled on the toy box and tents
were set up. I picked out a spot in
the goat barn for my weekend
accommodations. After setting up
my campsite I headed to BJ'S in
Greenfield to meet up with Dana
and Bill McGovern who were
doing the shopping for the rally. Shopping finished, we loaded up Dana's
car and my pick up and headed back to the Heath fairgrounds.
I have to report , the only rain for the weekend took place on Thursday
night. We couldn't have asked for better weather for the rest of the rally.
Earlier we only had about 70 pre-registered for the rally. We weren't sure
how many we were going to get. Last fall the Guzzi club said they
wouldn't be back. Not only were we short around 50 attendees we would
have to provide entertainment and food. The Guzzi guys had over the
years had Pasta Fagioli soup and a pot luck pasta pot with wine tasting.
Marc Waggeman suggested a pizza party. Dana contacted a local pizza
parlor and arranged for 10 very large pizzas of various toppings. The
pizza went over pretty well the wine not so much. I guess we can cut out
the wine next year. During registration on Friday we broke even for our

expenses, this took some of the worry away, so we were good. The rest
would go to making our annual donation to the Town of Heath.
Thanks to all of the volunteers who made the rally happen, thanks to
Doug Mo who once again stepped up to the plate and provided a guided
dual sport ride and the Scottish trails competition. Also thanks to Ken
Springhetti who tried to cajole people into the field events with a bit of
success. Rick Muir a minimalist to the core recently completed a 4
corners ride and a 50 cc all while carrying only a messenger bag on his
R1150R. This is quite an accomplishment on even a fully fared bike.
Rick came up just for the day to help out with registration. On Saturday
night the Heath volunteer Fire Dept. once again provided hungry rally
participants with a belt loosening barbecued chicken dinner. There were
Church lady pies with ice cream for dessert. The HDF served 190
chicken dinners. Dana and I have decided to co-chair the DYR again next
year. We learned a few things and will do our best to make some
improvements. Did I mention that well behaved dogs were allowed and
were in attendance as well. All in all it was a great rally. I am looking
forward to next year.
A fairly new event was held at Lime Rock Park in Lakeville,CT this
event is in it's second
year and the attendance
increased by 20
boosting it up to 70.
Jack Phelps and John
Shields are the rally cochairs. This is a no frills
potluck rally. Roy did
bring the toy box, and
we had rally central and
the gas grill. Peter
Monroe aka the Sheep
Shagger treated us to
marinated steak tips on
Friday and Saturday
night. Many other
contributions to the pot
luck were made by the
attendees.
The impetus for the
event was to benefit
“Survive The Drive”, a
program put on by Bob

Green. A few of us took Bob up on his offer for an in car carnival ride.
With Bob at the wheel the car slewed around on the dry skid pad, what
fun. Bob estimates he has talked to 120,000 kids of driving age. The
focus of the program is to get kids to think about what they are doing
behind the wheel. This area of CT has great motorcycle roads, dirt and
paved. Speaking of dirt your president and the club Webmaster Ken
Springhetti went out for a ride on Saturday both of us on street bikes. I
managed to find some nice roads in eastern NY. After taking a left and
going straight up hill on a paved road, it turned into packed dirt, well
graded I
might add,
what goes up
must come
down. On
the way
down hill it
was a bit
steeper,
street tires
are exciting
on loose
gravel. We
made it back
to pavement
unscathed.
Ken and I
returned to
Lime Rock
and joined the bull sessions in progress. The race track provided us with
sports car racing by Skip Barber racing. Some went for a parade lap
around the track.
After eating again, I think this is all we do at rallies is eat and BS. Uncle
Roy Bertalato set up the Toy Box theater and we were entertained with
the “Motorcycle Diaries” the story of Che Geuvara and his friend, two up
on a clapped out motorcycle with all of their worldly possessions tied on
some how. The intrepid adventurers traveled around South America
seeing the sights. The movie came complete with sub titles in English. As
it was spoken in Spanish.
The month of September is very busy starting with “Larz Anderson
European Motorcycle Day” on the 8th of September. Check your events
calender as this is a busy month. That's enough of my blathering for this
month. To quote Michael Freidle “Ride Fast Safely”.

Editor’s Briefs
by John Shields
Now that the Heath Rally and the Lime Rockz Rally are behind us what
do we have left for the season? Well, there’s the Larz Anderson show,
September 8th, always an interesting and fun time with all sorts of
exotica and hardly-seen marques like the Ariel and the Matchless. And
lots of bmw motorcycles of course and vendors and maybe test rides and
who knows what all else. Be there, yes?
That’s followed by the Snow Farm Rally in Williamsburg, MA on
September 13 to 15th
(see flyer this issue)
a great rally for those
that want to kick
back and enjoy the
clean sheets and roof
so often missing
from camping
rallies. And good
food too!
Then there’s the
Whackey Hat Rally
(flyer in this issue)
held in bucolic
Eastford, CT by a
beautiful stream and
in the center of the excellent riding in eastern Connecticut and Bill and
Brian have assured us that the weather will be perfect again this year.
Oh, and there’s lots of other stuff to ride to as well; consider the Colors
in the Catskills Rally held on October 4 to 6 at a Hunter Mountain resort.
This rally has both rough camping (no porta-potties, no showers) and
luxurious accommodations on site at the rally. Vendors, seminars and
rides are all part of the experience, as well as cooler temperatures and the
beauty of the changing colors.
One of my favorite trips in the fall is to the Dummerston Pie Festival in
Dummerston Vermont and that’s on Sunday, October 13. If you like
apples and you like pie, dumplings and ice cream that’s the place to be
that day. There’s usually hundreds of motorcyclists that manage to park

in that little town for the day and
it’s fun to walk around, kick tires
and sample the goods.
And let’s not forget the ride to
Gould’s Sugar House for the best
pancakes, waffles and sour pickles
west of the Mississippi on October
26th.
All good stuff; if you wish to
submit something for the calendar
send it to jjshields01@cox.net.
The Heath Rally, in spite of some
setbacks was a success this year,
with a real back to basics vibe and a
re-emphasizing of the core values
that make this rally great. Treating
people like family, pitching in, filling the gaps and rolling with the
punches were our two rally chairs, Dana Lewis and Bob Blethen. Great
job, you pulled it off again!
Last year was the first annual rally at Lime Rocks Park in Lakeville, CT
and there were 50 people in attendance. We donated $500 to Survive the
Drive last year and came in third for the year for donations to the effort
to educate young drivers. This year we had over 70 participants and were
able to give some money to our club
and raise the donation to $750.
Overhead is pretty high at the track
and it appears we need at least 48
people in order to make it work and
donate a little money. Seventy-plus
was a good turnout and we hope to
better that next year. And the
weather was great! We do wish we
had more flexibility on the date, as
it’s pretty close to Heath, but it’s up
to the track when we can do it.
Still setting up a 2008 Triumph
Scrambler and trying to sort out the
suspension issues. Spent some
dough on a Racetech front end
(springs, Gold valve, fluid viscosity

change and it’s responding nicely. The rear shocks were replaced in May
with Ohlins units (expensive, I know, I know) but it’s taken all summer
to figure out that the shock springs I got are undersprung and I’ve got
new ones coming from Ohlins. Ohlins tech support is wonderful; very
helpful, willing to explain complex setup instructions and quick to send
me the right springs for the bike. Hoping this will cure the harsh
racetrack-set ride and smooth the road ahead, even those frost-heaved
monstrosities and infinite potholes that have tortured me of late, and
make the ride smooth and pleasant. Or at least not rocket me out of the
saddle on the big bumps. That’s all I ask! This bike is too much fun to
leave at home and I ride it a lot anyway.
The F650GS Twin is still chugging along, getting an average of 61 miles
per gallon on regular gas and has suffered only one defect so far; a failed
clutch switch after twenty-eight thousand miles. Mark me pleased and
satisfied with this bike and if I had to have just one, this would be it.
More than that though, it’s a fun bike to ride, loves the twisties and will
carry way too much gear. My wife and I have camped two up for a
weekend and the bike still pulled hard and stopped quick and handled
with aplomb. A keeper.
In September I will have spent four years as editor of the Boxer Shorts,
and bowing to common practice, if you’ll have me I’ll do one more year,
for a total of five, the same as several previous editors have served. I do
not wish to extend
my service beyond
that and will retire
from the post in
October, 2014. It
would be in the best
interest of the club
to have someone
step forward long
before that date as it
takes a little time to
get up to speed on
this important job
and like Victor did
for me, I will advise
and help our next
editor, write some
articles and news stories and generally be available to him or her. Thanks
for listening to my prattle for the last four years and let’s make this next
year a hoot.

German Invasion
sub by Victor Cruz
By DAVID RAINVILLE
Recorder Staff
Sunday, August 4, 2013
HEATH — When the chief of police heard a group of bikers was staking
out his town for their annual rally nearly 20 years ago, he did what he
had to.
“Chief Lorin Gowdy was instrumental in cementing the relationship
between Heath and our club,” said Doug Morrison, an original member
of the Yankee Beemers Motorcycle Club. The chief even became a
member of the regional BMW motorcycle club.
Club members had scouted out the area after attending a BMW Riders
Association of America rally at the Franklin County Fairgrounds in
Greenfield. Though the Heath Fairgrounds was too small for that RAA
event, the country setting was just the right size for the Yankee Beemers.
“One of our members trades at AJ Cycle in Gill, and the owner was
friends with Chief Gowdy,” said Bob Blethen, club president. “The
chief’s police bike was a BMW. We got in touch with him and the rest is
history.”
Thursday through Sunday, the Damn Yankees Rally returned to the Heath
Fairgrounds for its 18th year. About 175 riders came out, members and
nonmembers alike. Most of them rode BMWs, though they weren’t
turning away those on Suzukis, Triumphs, KTMs, Harley Davidsons or
other makes.
“We own all kinds of bikes,” said member Bradley Barrus, of Plymouth.
“But we all own BMWs, too.”
Charter member Doug Morrison, of Chester, Vt., has been with the club
since it started holding events in 1985. He’s got quite the collection of
cycles.
“I have about 40 bikes,” he said. “At least 20 of them are BMWs.” He
rode his BMW R80 G/S “Paris Dakar” edition to the rally. BMW
sponsored racers on these bikes for the European motorcycle rally of the
same name.

The Damn Yankees Rally had its own idea of a race.
During the “slow race,” riders wobbled down a straight course of orange
cones, as they tried to keep their balance while going as slowly as
possible without putting a foot down.
“The winner gets a new clutch,” joked one spectator.
Saturday’s festivities included a slew of field events, from the slow race,
to a can-toss challenge, where passengers on the backs of bikes tried to
throw empty cans into a 55-gallon drum, to the “boot the brat” contest,
where bikers tried to kick a Cabbage Patch Kid doll as far as they could
while driving, and a “Scottish trials” obstacle course.
Scott Dyer of Plymouth got some big air on his KTM motorcycle during

the Scottish trials. A long-time member of the club, he’s a regular at the
annual rally.
Though he stuck his landing well, others aren’t always so lucky.

Before Morrison had a chance to test the trials course he’d set up a
couple years ago, one eager rider headed for the jump.
“He gassed it and launched into the air,” said Morrison. “When he
landed, he couldn’t slow his big 1200 down, and crashed right into the
porta-potty.”
The rider got his 15 minutes of shame, and the picture wound up on the
cover of the club’s “Boxer Shorts” newsletter, named for the opposedtwin “boxer” style engine found in many BMW bikes.
Sam Maldou of Pennsylvania won the boot the brat contest. He rode his
BMW GS Avenger 1200 from the Deleware border all the way to Heath
for his first rally with the Beemers.
“I liked the name, ‘Damn Yankees,’ it sounded like a good time,” he said.
Maldou said it was well worth the ride.
Cy Ubinger, of Cleveland, rode 11 hours from his Ohio home to get to
the rally.
“Four years ago, I was on my way to see my mom in Maine, and I heard
about the rally,” said Ubinger, who’s come ever since. “I got here and
didn’t know a soul, but I’ve met a lot of great people.”
William and Laura Gordon of Greenfield came for their first Damn
Yankees Rally and got in on the toss-the-can challenge, too.
“We’re planning to join the club,” said William Gordon. “We wanted to
come to the rally last year, but it was pouring rain.”
Members of the Greenfield Police Department, the Gordons certainly
wouldn’t be the first cops in the club.
While they’re in town, the Yankee Beemers like to give back to the
community. When the Heath Union Church needed to raise money to
repair its organ, the Beemers stepped up and gave what they could.
After Gowdy died in 2004, the club raised money to have a stone bench
put up at the fairgrounds in his memory.

Lost and Found
by Lisa Dionne
It had been a typical Americade. I’d arrived in a blinding torrent and was
likely to hit more on the way home. But the days in between had been
unexpectedly glorious and filled with gorgeous serpentine rides on
machines exotic, unattainable, and bizarre. Ideas and inspirations
everywhere. Meals shared with business contacts, old dear friends, and
random orphans.
But what always stands out to me amidst the fellowship, farkle porn, and
art all streaming live and continuously on the Visor Channel is the
trusting ease that allows rally conversations to bloom between otherwise
strangers, often reaching a crescendo of laughter or understanding in
their brief existence before ending just as typically with a sincere, S’been
fun talking, you ride safe then . . .
But today was a game day. Double check the motel drawers and
anticipate how you will need to deploy your resources. Fit the gear
puzzle together. My bike and much of my equipment are fairly new and
this has been our first extended trip together. The details are still being
worked out. One of the last pieces secured was my old faded black TNF
rucksack filled with books and flyers I needed to drop off at the Forum
on the way out of town.
I was unstrapping it in the parking lot when the pristine Aspencade I’d
been staggered behind earlier pulled in nearby. It was piloted (I was
eventually to learn) by its original owner to its current odo of 110K -and counting. But right then I was preoccupied with mental checklists,
the contents of my pockets, the state of my balding tires, a weather
forecast that called for sure rain this afternoon . . .
Although friendly exchanges really can spring up anywhere at all, your
typical mounting-dismounting routine does seem to offer up a perfect
opportunity for pleasantly passing a few common moments with the asof-yet unmet. My neighbor, a gimpy grizzled pensioner, reminded
himself aloud that he needed to get a parking sticker, using the same
grouchy tone I’d felt when I’d ponied up for mine. I looked up and was

startled to notice a patch on his vest that espoused a political view to
which I do not abide. I asked him what year his bike was as I nicked the
decal off my headlamp with a fingernail and held it out to him on my
outstretched finger, a curled butterfly of goodwill.
The requisite protest was as brief as the logic was irrefutable, and it was
accepted with a reciprocal yankee glee. He then sidled up very close and
dug down, bringing up a secretive fist which opened slowly to reveal the
treasure: two Werther’s Originals glinting in the sun like gold doubloons.
I actually giggled with delight. As Wind in His Hair would say to
Lieutenant Dunbar, it was a Good Trade.
Inside the Forum, I made the final rounds, said some fond goodbyes, and
stalled at a last-minute purchase that got a little more involved than I’d
expected, but it was all good. It was Americade. I set my pack down and
followed the very helpful vendor to the other end of the display. The
purchase required phone calls, however, and I wandered nearby while
she juggled several customers. The candy melted sweet and thick, and I
resisted my natural tendency to crunch it up so it would last as long as
possible.
Answers and merch finally in hand, I turned to leave. And turned. I spun
and panic rose.
No. No, no, no. It was gone. My pack.
Phone, wallet, and items far more priceless and irreplaceable had simply
evaporated. Everything that followed immediately from that knowledge
came in visceral wordless waves of comprehension. I do recall, however,
that the very first coherent words my brain were able to form were not of
the huge material loss or the crushing difficulties it would present to
getting home, but a wholly gobsmacked, This just doesn’t happen here.
What to do? Breathe. Act fast. Keep it together. Loud. HEY!! HEY,
WHAT HAPPENED TO MY KNAPSACK?!
What next? An eternal moment in which the camera panned around me
Matrix-style, and a quiet disembodied voice from several benches away,
S’right here. A guy came around the corner and almost tripped on it.
Oh thank goodness. Oh thank you. Thank you.

I figured I’d wait a bit before bringing it to Lost and Found, just in case
someone returned.
I sat down next to him awash in relief and gratitude. Thank you so much.
You know that guy really almost tripped over it. I saw it just sitting there
all alone though and I couldn’t help but think about the news . . .
He trailed off. And from where we sat I could see it. My black knapsack,
abandoned in a peaceful crowded public place. Oh god, no . . . No.
It was so heavy that I did wonder, you know . . . but I didn’t look
inside . . . it’s just that that guy almost fell over it . . .
I swallowed hard to keep my breakfast down and went weak as water. I
could see it all. All of it. Happening. Air in. And out. Thank you.
September 11 affected me as strongly as it did every other American.
Things have been forever changed. But I always realized my own
connection to New York was channeled through concentric rings of
loyalty that rippled outward from the heart. Boston was personal. I’d
cheered on friends and strangers in my time. We’d always had Patriots
Day off from school, a uniquely Massachusetts holiday whose ostensible
commemoration is so rarely mentioned that most people associate it
solely with the running of the Marathon. As kids with no first-hand
connections to the event, we still nevertheless watched Johnny Kelley
being interviewed in the morning while spooning soggy flakes into our
faces, marveling over the early rabbits or wheelchair racers before
heading out to play. As teenagers, we joked that we wanted Rosie Ruiz
pantyhose because they’d be guaranteed not to run.
When I’d read the headlines that April afternoon I thought, no matter
what, next year I will be there. You will not win. But you could never
make an event like that completely safe, and further reflection even led
me to see how a response of that sort could even be a larger prize, tailor
made for the picking. Were these reveries the result of middle-aged
prudence or cowardice? To be or not to be really is the question. Ole Bill
nailed it.
I would have brought it to Lost and Found but I figured I’d wait and see.
It was really heavy but I didn’t look inside. It did cross my mind though.

We sat like that for a bit, lost in the middle distance. And then I had to
get out of there, stumbling dazed and blinking into the fresh air and
sunshine, dramatic grey clouds gathering near the horizon. People eddied
and pooled around the current of humanity flowing in and out of the
building. My Aspencade pal, who happened to be sitting nearby, called
me over to swap a few more stories and share an update on the
threatening weather. As I was leaving, he pressed another butterscotch
into my palm. One for the road, eh?
Back at the bike, I immersed myself in the details of the present tense,
suiting up for a long and potentially unpredictable day. Two passing guys
took note of my Wee, and one asked quite familiarly if that was my bike.
I couldn’t exactly place him, but it can happen in the shifting context of
rallies, and really isn’t important anyway. Soon we were roaring and in
response to one of his anecdotes, I made a shaky awkward remark about
having just nearly been responsible for a story on the 6 o’clock news. He
gave me a curious look and as I began an abbreviated explanation I
realized I was talking to the very guy who’d picked up my pack. Without
further preamble, he grabbed me in a quick huge hug. Released, I turned
to his friend who just grinned, shrugged, and bracketed me with a quick
huge hug from the other side.
S’been real nice talking, you be safe now . . .
A long ride home is typically a process of re-entry. There’d be plenty of
grist for this mill. Right before I snicked it onto gear I unwrapped the
Werther’s and tucked the cellophane deep, where it wouldn’t get taken by
the wind. Then there was nothin’ left to do but ride.
Lisa is an editor at White Horse Books, rides a VStrom 650 and attended
the Heath rally this year...

Jack
Phelps and
Bob
Blethen
accept the
certificate
of
appreciation
from former
racing
legend Sam
Posey and
Bob Green
of Survive
the Drive at
the second
annual
Lime Rockz
Rally. Sam also gave the YB’s a nice question and answer session under
the trees. Posey's passion for excellence has made him successful in a
myriad of purportedly irreconcilable endeavors, besides racing: He's
been an accomplished artist whose work has been featured in famed
galleries, an architectural designer, TV racing analyst, author, and most
recently, a celebrity in the intricate world of scale model railroading.
Among his widely varied racing resume was a stint as a Dodge factory
driver in the SCCA Trans-Am sedan series during its most ferociously
contested season, 1970, when Detroit's manufacturers were locked in a
death struggle at the zenith of the pony car years.. Sam also made his
silver screen debut in 1983, starring as himself in Jonathan Kaplan's
"Heart Like a Wheel", a movie about someone who wants to become a
top-fuel drag
racer. A qualified
architect, Posey
designed the
state-of-the-art
timing tower at
his beloved Lime
Rock track in
1998. Left: Paul
Newman and
Sam Posey

Ten Six of the World’s Best Motorcycle Rides -- CNN Travel
1. Ceuta to
Marrakesh loop,
Morocco
2,570 kilometers
(1,600 miles)
Bikers on this route
journey through an
exotic realm of
ancient kasbahs
(citadels), souks
(bazaars) and desert
cultures.
After rolling off the
ferry at Ceuta, riders switchback through the wild Rif Mountains to Fez,
then traverse the Atlas Mountains (snow-capped in winter) to hit the
Sahara at Erfoud.
2. Pyrenees Loop, France and Spain
2,410 kilometers (1,500 miles), Bilbao to Biarritz
A head turner for its sensational scenery and mind-bending hairpins, this
route is a favorite among European bikers.
From Bilbao you spin east on the N260 (a legendary biking road
worming into the Pyrenees), hit La Seu d'Urgell, then wind north to
Andorra, dropping back to Spain at Bourg-Madame for 48 kilometers (30
miles) of twisties coiling down to Ripoli.
At Figueres you can stop at the Dalí museum before rolling along the
Mediterranean coast to France.
The D117 from Perpignan threads through narrow mountain passes to
Col d'Aspin, with
grin-inducing bends
all the way to
Biarritz.
3. The Great Ocean
Road, Australia
290 kilometers (180
miles)
This one-day ride
from Melbourne to
Petersbrough winds
through shoreline

rainforest, skirts sensational surfing beaches and unfurls along the rugged
Shipwreck Coast, renowned for limestone pinnacles piercing the sea like
witch's fingers.
4. California and the American West
5,630 kilometers (3,500 miles), Los Angeles to San Francisco (the long
way)
This undisputed champion of road trips weaves together many of the
West's iconic national parks.
From Los Angeles, Route 66
traces back in time to Arizona,
the Grand Canyon and
mesmerizing formations of
Monument Valley.
5. Cape Town Circuit, South
Africa
1,690 kilometers (1,050 miles)
Fantastic roads, amazing
scenery and excellent climate -South Africa is perfect for a
one- or two-week fly-ride
vacation.
From Cape Town the wild coast
heads east then the road turns
north over the Olifantskip Pass
to Addo National Park -- a good
chance to shoot big game with your camera.
A throttle-open ride across the Great Karoo to Oudtshoorn heralds
dizzying switchbacks -- via Route 62 -- over the Little Karoo Mountains
to sample the wines around Robertson before closing your loop in Cape
Town.
6. Pacific Coast Highway, California
320 kilometers (200 miles), San Luis Obispo to San Francisco
No top 10 would be complete without this stellar ride.
Civilization disappears quickly as you dance a thrilling two-lane tango
past seal-strewn beaches, redwood forests, plunging cliffs and the
crashing surf of Big Sur.
Also en route -- the fishing town of Monterey, the surfing capital of
Santa Cruz, and everyone's favorite city with a famous bridge, San
Francisco.

Whackey Hat Rally
Wells boy and girls, it’s hard to believe we will soon be closing the
official 2013 YB camping season. The good news is our best kept
camping secret is scheduled for September 20 -22. The Whacky hat
campout is returning for the third year to Charlie Brown Campground,
98 Chaplin Rd Eastford, CT 06242, (860) 974-0142,. ..and back by
popular demand, the 30 X 60 pavilion. http://
www.charliebrowncampground.com/
Whacky hat originated years
ago with a bunch of YB’s
sitting around a campfire with
the need to keep themselves
entertained. Now many years
later this competitive but
creative need has turned into a
world class contest to see who
will come up with the wackiest
hat and win the crown. Ken
Struble who won the crown last
year will be making a special
guest appearance to judge and
share stories about his travels
with the crown and to pass it on
to the next winner.
This campout is a non-support
event so bring what you need
for how you camp, we have the
big pavilion, charcoal grills, camp fires, warm showers, nice level grassy
areas to pitch a tent, lots of room. Charlie Brown has a great river for
swimming and fishing and a fly casting pond for the fishermen
wannabe’s. This is one event where the meals are at their summer finest.
John and Craig usually have some sort of feast going, the sausage fest
abounds with contributions long and short. Let’s not forget the three day
chili motored in by Lou Bush. Be there with something to share. Charlie
Brown campground is close to most of us in the Boston area and close
enough to get to on Friday night with plenty of daylight to set up. There
is great riding in the shore area around CT and Rhode Island. We usually
have several ride leaders, who I’m sure will chime in here. Gold card or
$30 for the weekend.
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Whacky Hat, Charlie Brown,
Eastford, CT
Colors in the Catskills,
Hunter Mtn NY
MOA mileage contest ends
Dummerston Pie Festival, VT
Breakfast Mtg. Willowbrook
CroMag, Silver Lake SP, MOV
Gould’s Sugar House Ride

  

Boxer Shorts Rally @ Snow Farm
Sept. 13-15, 2013 * Williamsburg, MA
All-‐inclusive  event  for  non-‐campers  
  
Now  in  its  6th  year,  we  choose  this  idyllic  artist  
retreat  nestled  in  the  hills  of  western  Mass  for  
its  solitude  and  dining͘/ƚ͛ƐũƵƐƚŶŽƌƚŚŽĨ
Northampton,  
off  Hyde  Hill  
Road  and  route  9.      
Clean,  dormitory  style  
private  rooms  with  
linen  service.  Gourmet  
dinners  Friday  and  Sat.,  
two  full  breakfasts  and  
Roll  in  after  2:00  Friday.  See  video  
even  a  picnic  lunch.    
at  www.snowfarm.org.  
  
Fee  is  $150  via  Paypal  
at  www.yankeebeemers.org  or  mail  check  to  Yankee  Beemers,  P.O.  Box  151  Fitchburg,  MA  
01420,  Re:  Snow  Farm.  Contact:  Victor  Cruz  |  vcruz@mediapr.net.  

The  Yankee  Beemers  Motorcycle  Club  
BMWMOA  #153              BMWRA  #71                AMA#6905  
  

Ride  To  Eat  -  Eat  To  Ride  
YB  Normal?  
  
Membership  Form  

The  Yankee  Beemers  have  been  a  driving  force  in  the  New  England  BMW  
motorcycle  scene  since  1984.  We  are  an  enthusiastic  group  of  BMW  motorcycle  
owners,  riders  and  restorers  comprising  of  members  from  New  England  to  
California.  Our  goal  is  to  promote  camaraderie  among  our  members  through  
year-round  monthly  breakfast  meetings  as  well  as  through  our  monthly  
newsletter,The  Boxer  Shorts,  and  with  many  seasonal  campouts  and  rides.  
Non-BMW  riders  are  also  welcome!.  
  

Name:  
Phone:  
Address:  
Cell:  
  
Email:  
City:  
Bikes  owned:  
State:  
Zip:  
  
  
  
MOA#:                                
    
RA  #:  
  
AMA#:  
Application  type:                New    ☐                                                  Renewal  ☐                                  
YB  #:  
Member  type:      Regular   ($30)  ☐        Non-‐BMW  Owner   ($30)   ☐      Associate  
(+$5)  ☐  
Additional  Regular  Member:
Associate  name:                                                                                                  
(Associate  has  no  voting  rights)  
Fee  Schedule:  

A  single  BMW  owner  in  a  household  Ȃ  Regular  membership  -‐  cost  $30  
Two  BMW  owners  in  a  household  -‐  Both  are  Regular  members  -‐  cost  $35  
One  non-‐BMW  owner  in  a  household  -‐  Associate  membership  -‐  cost  $30  
Two  non-‐  BMW  owners  in  a  household  -‐  Both  are  Associate  members-‐  cost  $35  
Membership  Expires  12/31  ,  You  may  also  renew  online  using  PayPal  at  
www.yankeebeeers.org.  Check  out  our  forum!  

Please  mail  this  form  with  a  check  payable  to:    
Yankee  Beemers,  Inc.  
P.O  Box  215  1
Fitchburg,  MA  01420  
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